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 After a century and some years from the ruling of Mongol in Iran, a public protective 
motion happened against cruelty and invasion of Mongol rulers in Bashtin and 

Sabzevar ( khorasan).Frequent efforts of gallant leaders of this motion led to formation 

of the first in depended Shiee 12 Imami and the most widespread movement of Shiee, 
that named ruling of Sabzevar befor formalizing this religion in Iran, so that provided 

the backgrounds of manifestation of lost of movement at the same time. The purpose of 

this investigation is analyzing of role of sciences of Shiee in Sarbedran public 
movement  the dominant ideology and sense of this riot was the religion of 12 Imami. 

Nevertheless, emirate Hassan and sheik ruler, they emphasized on in separately of 

religion & government with depend on universality of Mahdaviat. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Centuries 8 and9 were important and fateful, due to commandership or ruling of Iranian Mongols they 

could feud their path of fights and also could reserve their lost existence in islam , further more independence 

were found in shiit and leaders of Shiit sciences. 

 The public movement of pioneers and ascetics of shire 12 in Sabzevar were named Sarbadaran, that accrued 

in 736(lonar) with obeying of instr uctions of Shiek ruler and Shiek Hassan jori against cruelty of loyal rulers 

and in half century were dominated in shape of public rule. 

 The movement of Sarbedaran were started with its leader instructions namely Sheik ruler Mazandaran and 

continued with his eminent student Sheik Hasan Jori. In a few time it faltered the Mongols rulers elements in 

Iran. Presence of a leader in groups of troops militaries led to military Sarbadaran12000 persons failure of 

70000persen toga Teimor and freedom of Neishabour, too and eta, and the military dispatched to Harat . killing 

of Sheik Hasan and election of leader ship they got unfortunate, and then victorious fight of sarbedaran turn into 

a great failure, and rule of Sarbedaran collapsed, but after that due to ether riots(motions) Mongols lived a dog's 

life. Overall, did the science had role in advent of movement of Sarbedaran? In this article have strived  have 

strived to anwere this investigative question. 

 The element of  “ character" it is not factor of rising up of an soul motion or  a social change Conley , but it 

is one of essential and important as well as determiner factors in rising up of motion. As   it is pointed that, the 

movement that end up eradicating and exterminating of Mongol dynasty had factors and various backgrounds 

and then providing of proper necessary situation during the centuries almost from the date of Omavian were 

eased. There were provided proper background and complete situation for rising up a successful riot with arrival 

of ruler Shiekh. 

 That's why were see in Khorasan due to gathering all situation and factors this riot accord earlier and 

Sarbedaran movement in Khorasan soon that other Iranian movement led to that ruler of Mongol and Iranian 

rule settlement finished, and the reason of that why Khorasan this leadership with this ideology were introduced 

to history must be searched in history. The date of Islamic earlier centuries in Iran when Omavian ruled 

demonstrate that the biggest rise against Omavian is in Khorasan  like great motion with this  slogan ''Reza from 

household of Mohammad(p.b.u.n)led to failure of Omavian.For there more Khorasan and it's northern 

neibourhous from the earlier of Islam were safe an proper base for Alavian those who were intended to do rise 

against rulers or were in chasing or flee the ruler [10].yahya Ibn Zayd,,Hassan Ibn Zeid,….,tombs,shrines,that 

you can see in slit of mountains on enter of Iranian northern cliff is an evidence for this claim. 

 That were named Shiekh ruler only.The date of his birth were not deter mined.He is come from 

Mazandaran and he was virtuous and chaste. After question of primary religious knowledge included Arabic 
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literature,Quran,fegh,Osol,Kalam in order to understanding better and question more excellent sciences that be 

able to responsible for issues and society problem,too.He went to convention of followers of that time,Shiekh 

Balovi Zadeh but Shiekh Balo agreed to her meeting.Altough he was ascendant of Imam Jafar Sadegh, so it 

could not satisfy Shiekh ruler in embarking on political, religions and common affairs Shiekh ruler were chaste 

[1,9]. 

 Once Ala-o-doleh asked him do you believe which religion of .f''forth religion''Shiekh answerd that: what I 

am seeking from this religion are more exalted.Ala-o-aldoleh had an ink box before himself put it up and then 

beat  it on his head so Shiekh ruler started another departure. Ruler Shiekh from the Semnan went to Baharabad 

and he was in accompany with ''Khaje Gias-Aldin Mahmodi'',but Shiekh Gias-aldin did not accompanied with 

him and dispatched to the Sabzevar [5].  

 All the question that his society were got for him were his lost the ruler.The society that he lived there and 

were the witness of this crimination,cruelitys,in equalities that were common. A society that needed justice more 

every thing and were inclined to rises for obtaining everything. The reason of this unsatisfaction of ruler were 

because of their unable in answering his questions look as if, the ruler expected that they could be able to 

perception these question. 

 Because they had great nobility surnames or nicknames.howover Shikh ruler understood that he could 

gathered all his perseverance and accomplished and  he thinks is true immediately. Finally he was disappointed 

and choose the shortest why to read to ''Alla'' is through people.Shiekh went to Sabzevar,Naishabour city and 

district of Bayhag were situated in western of Neishabour that were selected for advertisement were the best 

suitable place. The rural people around Sabzevar and low classes of people were from Shiit consequently were 

from opponent one the central place of Shiit and tradition customs of patriot city in our country, Iran named 

Sabzevar.For example, in the field of Sabzevar showed a point that led to an very old legend namely were of 

Rostam&Sohrab that were happened their [4,2]. 

 From the earlier Khorasan was the resident of Shiit and the pioneer rebelled against cruelty and tyranny so 

Shiekh ruler resident in Jame mosque and stowed his invitation that led to harsh responses.Historians were be 

silence about the content of invitation of Shiekh ruler and were be satisfied by generally speaking. They wrote 

that Shiekh have read Quran loudly and he talked to people about the mortal world eternity. 

 After a short time,the other people were interested to that most of rural were followers of his way too.A 

Shiekh that his expressions were reflection of concealed pains in inter of breast of oppressed  people. 

 He spoke about unjust city and discrimination and gave them courage. Of course, the history cannot tell us 

what were the preaches of sheikh ruler exactly but absolutely his effort were only the advertises of nobility, 

chastity, etc, because this way is not normal and Natural wholly, what that made his speeches be history was 

that contents of advertisement that were different to other common an widespread speeches. Khondmir & Mir 

khond said vaguely Sheikh advertised the affairs of worlds. According to petroshfski :on the base of what the 

student, and followers of Sheikh ruler advertised means fair and public justice as well as stability against cruelty 

[3, 6,7,8]. 

 

Conclusion: 

 There isn't any doubt that the motion in Khorasan started before instructions of Shiekh Hassan Jori.The 

dominant situation choice and agitator atmosphere because of fighting of rulers and kingship of that district have 

many harm for people until then a little incidents got reason for huge motion. And incident that cause rural 

people be impotence and accelerate blast and rebellion that it was the time of that. With attentive presence of 

Shiekh Hassan, Amir Massoud that were the serious of tend to create a ruler for extending his authorities 

agitated and encouraged to plan and intrigue deletion of Shiekh. In interpretations and literature of motion of 

Sarbedaran believing in Mahdaviat was revealed. 

 Profession, merchants and businessmen as well as rural Iran people in accompany with a great deal of 

priests, etc were the member of organization of sabedaran that were familiar with persistence, truthfuluess, 

honesty, manliness and loyalty of sheikh Hassan. 
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